ENGLISH FOR BILINGUAL STUDENTS (EBS)

Courses fulfill Global Language Proficiency requirement for eligible students: EBS 210/211

**EBS 210  English Reading for Bilingual Students  (1 Credit)**
Academic reading and research skills, strengthening of academic vocabulary. Designed for US bilingual/multilingual students. May count toward fulfillment of the global language requirement. Fall. A mod.
**Prerequisites:** None
**Equivalent courses:** MCL 107A
**Attributes:** Human Experience (HE), Thematic Encounter1/2-Movement

**EBS 211  English Writing for Bilingual Students  (1 Credit)**
Academic writing with emphasis on essays and research papers. Practice in organizing, outlining, proofreading, editing, and revising. Designed for US bilingual/multilingual students. May count toward fulfillment of the global language requirement. Fall. B mod.
**Prerequisites:** None
**Equivalent courses:** MCL 108A
**Attributes:** Global Language Proficiency, Human Experience (HE), Thematic Encounter1/2-Movement